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AN ART-FULL CHURCH
[ LUANN PURCELL JENNINGS ]

Luann Jennings served as Director of Arts Ministries at Redeemer Presbyterian Church from 2004-2010.   
For more information about Redeemer’s arts and music ministries, visit www.faithandwork.org/arts and 
www.redeemer.com/music.

Around the world, urban centers are magnets for artists—those who sing, dance, write, act, design, paint or 
sculpt, or create in other ways. Building a lively ministry for and with artists is as important for city-center 
churches as having a campus ministry would be for a church in a college town.

But arts ministry isn’t only necessary for urban churches because of the presence of many artists. Because we have 
been made in the image of a creative God (Genesis 1:26–27; 9:6), the expression of our creative gifts is God- 
honoring work, just as much as the work of the physician, teacher, or other professional. Unfortunately,  
Protestant churches have historically been suspicious of the arts and artists, and have missed opportunities to 
integrate these creative Christians into the body of Christ. Many artists who have landed in our ministry in 
New York have said, “At my home church, it wasn’t okay to be a ballet dancer [or rock musician or abstract 
painter], so I left the church. When a friend invited me to Redeemer, though, I heard that I could be an artist 
and a committed Christian, which was a new idea for me.” We are grateful that these artists have found 
something at Redeemer that was deeply healing and encouraging for them—and we would like to see other 
churches around the world blessed as they too integrate these creative children of God into their communities 
and ministries.

A THEOLOGY OF THE ARTS
God is an artist. When he created the world, he could have made it purely functional, but he never missed an 
opportunity to make it beautiful and surprising. Much of his revelation of himself in Scripture is provided in 
narrative, song, poetry, parable, performance, and visual imagery. God is a creator, and we are created in his 
image (Genesis 1–2); we are his poiêma or creative workmanship (Ephesians 2:10). Therefore it is against our 
very nature to live unimaginative lives or to ignore creation’s beauty. The Scriptures instruct us to build, 
decorate, sing, play instruments and dance, and to do these things with excellence (see Ephesians 5:19;  
Colossians 3:16). Being an artist is a high calling and a privilege.

In addition to sublimely revealing his creative nature and beauty, art testifies to what he wants us to know about 
himself and the nature of reality. American painter Edward Hopper said, “Great art is the outward expression 
of an inner life of the artist, and this inner life will result in his personal vision of the world.”1 God, too, has an 
inner life, and it is expressed in what he creates. In the design for the tabernacle, for instance, God gives in-
structions not just for features that are functional but also for features that are decorative, for pure enjoyment’s 
sake (Exodus 25–27). Many tabernacle elements are metaphorical, designed to express meaning and influence 
our understanding—for instance, the two golden cherubim guarding the cover of the ark of the covenant  
(Exodus 25:17–22) represent an unseen reality, communicating that the contents of the ark are holy and  
protected.

1. Sheena Wagstaff, Ed., Edward Hopper, Tate Publishing, London, 2004, 12.
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These truths—that we are made in the image of a creative God, that creativity is therefore good, and that art can 
be used to express and influence our understanding of the nature of reality—suggest a three-pronged philosophy 
of arts ministry. (1) The church should invest deeply in the spiritual lives of artists, because they are valued 
children of God and because they have unique life and work situations that di!er from those of the non-artist. 
(2) The church should encourage artists to create, and to include and express their faith in their creative work 
and in their work relationships. (3) Further, the wider congregation should be encouraged to learn more about 
and experience the arts in order to be participant-patrons in the cultural renewal of the city.

A PASTORAL VISION FOR INTEGRATING THE ARTS
Pastoral vision and ownership were very important in the development of Redeemer’s arts and music ministries. 
In 1989, when Redeemer was still in the planning stages, pastor Timothy Keller and several musicians began 
to discuss how the new church could engage with artists in the city. They recognized that evangelical churches 
had generally done a poor job of connecting with the arts community. The principles, attitudes, and practices 
they adopted in those early days of the church laid the groundwork for Redeemer to become a magnet for artists.

Dr. Keller’s personal interest in the arts has been critical to Redeemer’s philosophy and mission. When other 
church leaders ask for advice about how they might start an arts ministry, we tell them that the single most 
important requirement is complete support from the senior pastor and other key leaders in the church. Do 
these leaders have a theological understanding of the arts and creativity in God’s kingdom? Do they enjoy the 
arts and know something about them? Do they believe that the arts matter and that artists are as important in 
God’s kingdom as those working in other vocations?

A pastor with a heart for artists might learn about the arts and draw examples from visual art, classical music, 
literature, dance, or theatre (not just film, television, and popular music). In this way, the pastor is both embracing 
the artist’s context and communicating that Christians are, and ought to be, engaged in the cultural life of the 
city and society. Such depth of understanding and knowledge communicates more deeply to the congregation—
artists and patrons alike—than any programming decision might.

ALIGN THE VISION WITH THE REALITY
But of course, programming decisions are important as well. “Arts ministry” can mean many di!erent things, 
from Sunday morning worship music to Friday evening film discussions. One pleasure of arts ministry is that 
it has the capacity to touch people and programs in multiple ways within the life of the church. This can also 
be the main di"culty—there are so many possible directions ministry to artists and ministry through the arts 
can take that it may be hard to know where to begin. The two best starting points are (1) the church’s vision 
and (2) the realities of its situation.

When people talk about “arts ministry,” they might mean any of the following: incorporating the arts and artists 
more prominently into worship services and other activities in the life of the church; engaging in and bringing 
the gospel to bear on the culture through the work itself; using the arts in personal devotion and discipleship; 
building community among the artists in a congregation; reaching out to unchurched artists or other nonbelievers 
through inviting them to artistic presentations; and more. Many large programs have more than one focus, but 
all programming decisions should begin with the church’s vision and how the arts might support it. An arts 
ministry that is aligned with and advancing the vision will be organic to the life of the church, will be easy to 
communicate about (and defend, if necessary), and will be enthusiastically embraced.

The church must also consider the reality of its situation. For example, programs may be limited by a lack of 
physical space. If a church does not have its own building, what can be done in rented worship spaces may be 
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limited. A church that is renting space may not be able to do much to improve the visual aesthetics of its space, 
but it can focus on other artistic elements: for example, having music of high quality or sponsoring art exhibitions 
in its permanent o"ce space.

If the congregation has members who work full or part time in the arts, media, design, or entertainment, they 
may not be seeking opportunities to create art within the church context, since that is what they are doing with 
the rest of their time. But they do need community and encouragement as Christians working in professional 
contexts that can be challenging or even openly hostile toward their faith. 

They may also need financial support—living in a major city is often very expensive, and artists’ incomes tend 
to hover near the poverty line. One way to honor artists in the church is to compensate them as the world 
would for services such as playing music, photography or design. When artists choose to donate their services, 
encourage them to “put it in the o!ering plate”; artists who are financially struggling appreciate having the 
experience of giving to the church, while artists without financial constraints may be eager to volunteer their 
services and simply enjoy the opportunity to have their work experienced and appreciated.

Your church’s organizational structure will influence what you focus on and how. At Redeemer we have arts 
ministries housed in two di!erent departments, the Worship and Music department and the Center for Faith 
& Work. The Worship and Music department conducts worship services every Sunday as well as other music 
programs, and it coordinates ministries to musicians, since it is the department with which musicians are most 
likely to connect. Until 2005 the Worship and Music department (known then as Worship and Arts) occasionally 
hosted programs for artists in other disciplines as well, but as the church and the number of artists within it 
grew, more sta! support was needed. In 2005 the Center for Faith & Work (CFW) created an arts ministry to 
focus on artists in other fields as well as interdisciplinary programs, while music programs and ministries to 
musicians remained in the Worship and Music department. The two programs fall within di!erent missional 
areas of Redeemer’s ministry—Worship and Music is part of our evangelism e!orts, primarily being responsible 
for worship services and other outreach events, while CFW Arts Ministry falls within Redeemer’s cultural renewal 
mission. When starting an arts ministry, your church’s leaders might consider where an arts ministry might 
best fit within the structure and how its placement would a!ect goals and programming.

EVALUATION
If your church has the flexibility to be innovative while venturing into arts ministry, you’ll likely find that some 
of your e!orts exceed your hopes, while other e!orts bear unexpected fruit or none at all.

Participation numbers are certainly one immediate indicator of a program’s popularity. If each artist and member 
of Redeemer came to just one Arts Ministry program each year, our programs would be overflowing. However, 
we try to discourage a “consumer” mentality and encourage real engagement, so outside of our Open Forums 
(a concert and short lecture in lieu of a worship service, designed for bringing friends outside of the church) 
and other programs that are designed to be evangelistic, we don’t hold large “blockbuster” events. Instead, we 
encourage artists to make commitments to specific groups and to attend events regularly, to form relationships 
and build layers of understanding of their kingdom roles as creative Christians. Thus we prefer to see the same 
people repeatedly, rather than many people occasionally. 

But of course what we seek most is transformation in people’s lives:

+  artists who have come to faith, or renewed and deepened faith, through the relationships they have formed 
and simply by being valued and encouraged by their church

+  artists who understand and embrace their roles as gospel-centered servants and culture makers
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+  artists who have experienced greater career satisfaction, and even advancement, because of the support and 
connections they have found within their vocational community 

+  church members who understand the importance of creativity and beauty within God’s kingdom work, and 
who enthusiastically enjoy, learn about, and advocate for the arts.

At Redeemer we have been humbled by God’s use of our arts and music programs to minister to his people 
and to renew his kingdom through beauty and truth. Any “success” we have seen is entirely to his credit and 
for his glory—anything we have learned has been a blessing to us.

To learn more about Christianity, the church, and the arts, we recommend the following books:

+ Art and the Bible by Francis Schae!er

+ Art and Soul: Signposts for Christians in the Arts by Hilary Brand and Adrienne Chaplin

+ Imagine: A Vision for Christians in the Arts by Steve Turner

+ Walking on Water by Madeleine L’Engle

+ Bearing Fresh Olive Leaves by Calvin Seerveld

+ For the Beauty of the Church: Casting a Vision for the Arts by W. David O. Taylor
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